
DEFINITIONS 

PPI  Pages per inch 

Spine Bulk  The bulk or width of a book, 
including the cover material.  In the diagram, 

the area between the solid lines. 

Type Area  The type space, contained within 
the spine bulk, available for art, and logos.    In 

the diagram, the shaded area. 

CALCULATING SPINE BULK AND TYPE AREA 

Spine bulk formula: 

 

 

 

Type area formula: 

Spine bulk - 1/16 inch 

Page count 

PPI 

Example: 

(Pages: 352     PPI: 540) 
 

  352 
 ˜ 540 
 = 0.65185 
 
  

Spine bulk = .6519” 
 

Type area = .6519 - .0625 =  .5894” 
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Type and art should not extend into 
this area unless you intend for it to 
bleed onto the front or back cover. 

1/32” 
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Fulfillment Order Shipments 
Pick/Pack fees: (Plus order entry fee – see above): 
            $1.60 per order + $.35 per book 
 
 

International orders:  add $5.00 per order 

 
Full cartons shipped in original packaging:  $2.75 per carton 

Other Services 
Receiving:
            Books printed at Think: 
                        No Receiving Charge and the first 30 days of storage is free 
            Books printed elsewhere: 
                        $.013 per book, $40.00 minimum 
Monthly Storage:
            $.016 per book per month, minimum $15.00 per title             
Returns:
            $.50 per book, minimum of $3.50 per return

Minimum monthly fulfillment invoice of $100 per month (not including freight) per month applies after 12 
months.

* All prices are for printed books.  Pricing for non-book products may be different. 
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        Fulfillment Prices *

Other:

Additional Inserts Normal book fee

Special projects (such as kitting) $35 per hour

Customized Report creation $75 per hour

Programming Services $150 per hour

Order Changes/Address Corrections $5.00 per order

Rush (shipped same day if before 2:00 PM EST) $1.00 per order

Freight Rate Quotes $5.00 per quote

UPS/FedEx Call Tags requested by publisher Carrier charges + $1.00 per order

Physical Inventory $35 per hour

Printing email attachments to include with order $.10/page, $1.00 min 

Consolidate orders for distribution center (i.e, Baker & Taylor)     Add $5.00 per order
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